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“The fourth style of the Blood Mad Sword Technique – God Slaughter!” 

“The final form of the Blood Mad Sword Technique – Burning Heaven!” 

Kuang Chao roared angrily, swung one knife after another, and used all the stunts he 

had learned in his life, without holding back at all. 

Because he knew very well that dustin was the most powerful opponent he had ever 

encountered so far. 

He must go all out to have a chance of winning. 

“Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh!” 

Under the fierce attack of the mad tide, one after another sharp sword light roared 

towards dustin. 

The power of the knife to kill people is astonishing. 

The bystanders were so frightened that they could not speak. Even from a distance, 

they could feel the terrifying destructive power contained in the sword light. 

I have to admit that although Kuangchao is arrogant, he does have extraordinary 

strength. 

Every sword swing has earth-shattering power. 

If they were on the field, they probably wouldn’t be able to block a single blow. 

Only a genius like dustin can compete with him. 

“The knife skills are good, but it’s a pity that it still lacks a bit of heat.” 



Looking at the overwhelming sword light, dustin smiled faintly, then used his finger as a 

sword to stand a little away from the madness. 

“Whoosh!” 

A white sword energy shot out instantly. 

This sword energy is very small, only as thick as a thumb. Compared with the shocking 

sword light of the frenzy, it is like the difference between fluorescence and the bright 

moon. It is completely incomparable. 

However, just such a small sword energy penetrated all the sword lights very easily. 

Destroyed all the way. 

“Bang, bang, bang…” 

Under the impact of the sword energy, the sword light slashed by the frenzy was like 

tofu, breaking at the touch and completely unable to stop its offensive. 

“How can it be?!” 

Kuang Chao’s expression changed, and he was no longer calm. 

He never expected that his all-out attack would be easily defeated by dustin. 

That sense of gap and frustration made him unable to accept it for a while. 

“Whoosh!” 

After defeating all the sword lights, dustin’s sword energy still continued to shoot 

towards the craziness. 

Kuang Chao’s pupils shrank and he subconsciously raised his knife to block. 

“boom!” 

There was a loud bang. 



The sword energy hit the blade, bursting out with an extremely terrifying power. 

Kuang Chao let out a groan, and instantly flew more than ten meters away. He fell 

heavily to the ground, vomiting blood and looking pale. 

The knife in his hand was also thrown high. After spinning several times in the air, it 

finally penetrated into the watery ground with a “clang” sound, trembling slightly and 

causing ripples in circles. 

The rain is still falling. 

dustin held an umbrella and stood quietly, still looking calm and calm. 

The clothes on my body were not stained by any water stains, they were clean and tidy. 

Looking back at the frenzy, the bamboo hat on his head has been knocked off and his 

raincoat has been shaken away. His clothes and hair are all wet, like a drowned rat. 

“How could this happen? I actually lost?” 

Kuangchao stood up staggeringly, his face uncertain. 

He didn’t expect that after more than ten years of study and success, he would be 

defeated by dustin, and he would be defeated so miserably. 

You know, the other party is just an ordinary expert, and has not even entered the list of 

geniuses. 

He couldn’t even defeat such a person, so how could he challenge his brother 

Kuanglang? 

How to become famous all over the world? 

Could it be that he is really that bad? 

 


